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Abstract

X-ray computed tomography (CT) is a powerful non-invasive imaging technique for viewing 
an object’s inner structures in 2-D or 3-D cross-section images without the need to physically 
section it. The invention of CT techniques revolutionised the field of medical diagnostic 
imaging because it provided more detailed and useful information than any previous non- 
invasive imaging techniques. The method is increasingly being used in industry, aerospace, 
geosciences and archaeology. This paper describes the development of an X-ray computed 
tomography system for imaging and visualising of industrial materials. The theoretical 
aspects of CT scanner, the system configurations and the adopted algorithm for image 
reconstruction are discussed. The penetrating rays from a 160kV/10mA industrial X-ray 
machine and a bank of Linear Array Detectors (LAD) in combination with a three-axis 
sample table were used to construct the CT system. The movement of the sample table in 
vertical, linear and rotary motion is controlled by a LabView-based software, the x-ray 
transmission data is collected by using a commercial image grabber package, and the image 
reconstruction is performed by using the classical Linear Back Projection (LBP) algorithm. 
Several samples from selected industrial components or products were scanned using this CT 
scanner. Some of the reconstructed images are presented in this paper.

Abstrak

X-ray computed tomography (CT) merupakan teknik pengimejan canggih yang 
membolehkan melihat struktur imej dalaman sesuatu objek itu dicerap dalam bentuk 2D atau 
3D tanpa memusnahkan objek tersebut secara fizikal. Rekaan teknik CT ini telah 
merevolusikan bidang perubatan dalam mendiagnosiskan imej dengan memberi maklumat 
yang lebih berguna dan terperinci dari teknik-teknik imej sebelumnya. Teknik ini semakin 
banyak digunakan didalam industri, aero angkasa, geo-sains dan arkeologi. Kertas keija ini 
membincangkan pembangunan terhadap sistem X-ray CT dalam mendapatkan imej dan 
visual untuk industri bahan. Aspek teorinya, sistem konfigurasi dan pengunaan algoritma 
untuk pembentukan imej dibincangkan. Kuasa penembusan sinaran yang digunakan adalah 
dari 160Kv/10mA bersama “Linear Array Detector” (LAD) dengan kombinasi meja sampel 
3-paksi untuk kegunaan sistem CT. Pergerakan meja sampel adalah secara menegak, linear 
dan pusingan yang dikawal oleh program Labview-base, transmisi x-ray dikutip mengunakan 
“commercial image grabber” dan pembentukan imej dilakukan dengan mengunakan 
algoritma “Classic Linear Back projection” (LBP). Beberapa sampel komponen atau alat dari 
industri yang terpilih telah diambil dan diimbas mengunakan pengimbas CT ini. Beberapa 
imej yang telah dibentuk daripada sistem CT ini dipaparkan dalam kertas kerja ini.
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1. Introduction

Computed Tomography (CT) is a powerful imaging technique, using X-rays (or other 
modalities) that can provide a 2D or 3D cross-sectional view of the interior of an object as if 
it had been sliced open along the image plane for viewing. The X-ray transmission data are 
collected by an array of detectors at many different projections and these data are then 
transformed into meaningful cross-sectional image, a reconstruction of the object’s interior. 
The invention of the CT scanner revolutionised the field of medical diagnostic imaging 
because it provided more detailed and useful information than any previous non-invasive 
imaging techniques. For the same reason, the method is being used increasingly in process 
industries for visualising inner structures of industrial materials.

X-rays result from the conversion of the kinetic energy attained by electrons accelerated 
under a potential difference— the magnitude of which is termed voltage with units of volts 
(V)—into electromagnetic radiation, as a result of collisional and radiative interactions. An x- 
ray tube and x-ray generator are the necessary components for X-ray production and control. 
The X-ray tube provides the proper environment and components to produce X-rays, whereas 
the X-ray generator provides the source of electrical voltage and user controls to energize the 
x-ray tube

Basic components of an X-ray system are illustrated in Figure 1. In the X-ray tube, 
two electrodes, the cathode and anode, are situated a small distance apart (about 1-2 cm) in a 
vacuum enclosure called the insert, made of either glass or metal. Connected to the cathode 
and the anode are negative and positive high voltage cables, respectively, from the X-ray 
generator. A separate, isolated circuit connects the cathode filament (a coiled wire structure 
similar to a coiled light-bulb filament) to a low-voltage power source. To produce X-rays, a 
specific sequence of events is required (J. Anthony Seibert, 2004).

Figure 1: X-ray generator and X-ray tube illustrated



2. Principle of Computed Tomography

X-ray transmission tomography is based on the principle of measuring the attenuation 
of a beam of radiation transmitted through an object. Based on a number of such attenuation 
measurements along several paths through the object, an image of the absorption coefficients 
within the scanned section is reconstructed.

Consider the case of an X-ray passing through a slice of tissue with four attenuation 
coefficient as showing in figure 2. The output intensify, I is given by

7 = / 0exp[-(//1+//2+/z3+//4)x] (1.1)

Where x is the distance travelled by the X-ray beam . Taking the logarithm of equation (1.1) 
and rearrange, we obtain the projection function

p ( x ) = T , t l i (1 -2)
1=1

The projection function represents the summation of the attenuation coefficient along a given 
X-ray path.
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Figure 2: A simplified X-ray beam passing through a segment of tissue with different linear
attenuation coefficients (from Cho et al.).

In X-ray CT the contrast between one tissue type and another is associated with the different 
attenuation coefficients of the materials involved. The projection data taken at different views 
are the basis for tomographic image reconstruction. If the tissue block is rasterized (i.e., 
sampled into rows and columns), then for a particular row i the projection function across all 
m columns becomes:

P i ( X )  =Mil+Mi2+Mi3+'"‘+Mim (1-3)

In standard X-ray-based CT practice, a radiation source scans linearly along an object at a 
given view angle 9, and after completion of the scan, the source and detector pair rotate a 
small angle AO and repeat the linear scan. This process is continued until the completion of 
360° rotation.

For the final image reconstruction in an image of NxN, each beam is backprojected in the 
image matrix with some form of spatial or spatial-frequency filtering. The goal of CT 
imaging is to derive the unknown attenuation coefficients based only on the set of projection 
functions.



3. Development of X-ray CT System

Figure 3 shows the outline of an X-ray CT apparatus. The main parts of equipments are x-ray 
source (X-ray tube), linear array detector and the rotation table. The sample (components or 
parts) is placed on the rotation table, where it is center of between X-ray source and detector. 
The rotation table can be rotating for about 360° and also can be axially moved for about 2
3cm up and down.
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Figure 3: Outline of X-ray CT apparatus

The X-ray intensity measured in the detector is converted to the X-ray CT sinogram image by 
the sinogram image converter -  labview application. Then, from the sinogram image, it’s 
been converted into 2-D or 3-D image by using image reconstruction software, Octopus.

Projection Collection Sinogram Conversion Image Reconstruction

The X-ray CT system composed of:
a) X-ray source: In order to obtain sufficient X-ray through the high-density specimens 

or samples, high power and high energy of X-ray were used. The maximum energy 
for this developed system is 160kv. Since the X-ray is emitted in all direction, 
collimator by lead shielding is needed in front of the X-ray tube to produce a useful 
beam.

b) X-ray detector: The X-ray detector was assembled into the scanner consisting of a 
collimator and a scintillation detector. GOS was selected as materials of the 
scintillation detector due to its high sensitivity.

c) Sample drive unit: Consists of a rotation table- to rotate the sample being scanned, the 
elevator system which can move up and down of the sample and the translation table 
which can translate the sample position to front and back from the detector and X-ray 
source.

4. X-ray CT System Configuration

This X-ray system is linked to the software programme (LabView) in order to specify, 
control and configure the parameter of the experiment (Figure 4). It is also to display the 
data’s collected by detector. In the parameter configuration, the optimum combination 
between voltage (kV) and current (mA) are identify and being setting up based on types of 
material used as a sample of object scanned. High density material of object scanned, high 
value of voltage and current is required.



A total angle of rotation for the rotation table is set as default which is 360°. Number 
of projection could be change according to own desire and it is very dependent on the number 
of steps angle of the rotation table.

Step angle = 1° will give 360 projections for the whole complete view (360°)

In order to get more precise pixel of image, 720 of projections is determined where the steps 
angle of rotation table is setting up to 0.5°.
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Figure 4: a) Motor control program, b) Pre-Scan preview, c) Scance Mode program and d) 
Sinogram reconstruction program.

Scanning geometry is needed to specify for the image reconstruction process- 
distance between X-ray tube (source) and detector, sample (object scanned) position between 
the source and detector. Generally, distance from source to detector is taken as 1 meter long. 
Figure 5 shows the example of geometry taken before scan process started.



Figure 5: Geometry of sample between source and detector.

5. Measurement Process and Image Reconstruction

Unlike the X-ray detector used in radiography (film), the X-ray detector in CT scanner does 
not directly produce an image. It makes measurement of the transmission of a narrow fan 
beam of X-rays through the chosen slice from many different direction/angles (figure 6) and 
image is reconstructed mathematically from this measurement.

Mathematically, a measurement made by a CT detector is proportional to the sum of 
the attenuation coefficient that lies along the ray defined by the fan-beam of X-ray, hence the 
term of raysum. Linear Back Projection (LBP) algorithm is using in order to reconstruct the 
image.

Figure 6: A fan beam projection is collected if all the rays meet in one location



6. Result of Applying X-Ray CT Apparatus to the Several Materials

Several samples of object have been scanned and producing the sinogram image then will be 
served as input data for the CT software to get the final 2D tomography image. Each objects 
being scanned with different combination of voltage and current as to obtain the good image. 
Generally, the voltage used for all these sample is between 100kV-140kV and current from 
range of 2-2.5mA. For this experiment purposes, all object has been scanned with same 
geometry:

Source: 2.92m 
Sample: 2.38m 
Detector: 1.88m

Sample (a) is scanned to observe the contact surface between the two pieces of the wood 
when its being stick together. Reconstructed image shows the line of contact between the two 
of the woods, thus we can measure the contact surface area.

Object / Sample Scanned Sinogram Image Reconstructed Image
a) 2 pieces of wood f

(a) Wood scanned using 120 kV and 2.3 mA

Sample (b) is a phantom made from polymer material with glass beads inside the two 
cylinders and being scanned. From the image reconstruction, we can analyze the distribution 
of the glass beads and air space between them inside the cylinder.

Object / Sample Scanned Sinogram Image Reconstructed Image
b) Phantom
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(b) Phantom scanned using 140 kV and 2.5 mA



Sample (c) is the cup made from ceramics material and inside is pencil (wood), steel rod and 
paper clip. This is particularly to identify the image of each types of material in 
reconstruction image when its being scanned.

Object / Sample Scanned Sinogram Image Reconstructed Image
c) Cup with Pin, pencil 

and rodand rod

(c) Cup scanned using 130 kV and 2.4 mA

Objects scanned are to represent various of industrial material can be applied in this X-ray 
CT in order to do an evaluation and inspection on their product. Referred to the image 
produced, we can see the high density materials will give an image lighter (gray) than the less 
density materials which give more darken on the image produced.

7. Conclusion and Recommendation

In summary, we have presented the development of the X-ray Computed Tomography system 
that we have in Centre for Computed Tomography Industrial Imaging (CCTU) and several 
established system configuration (software development) to perform the X-ray CT system. 
Apart of that, Images resulted from the X-ray CT is shown and the quality of image satisfied 
for further analyzing studies. Nevertheless, according to our experience in this work, we feel 
that the power of image optimization could be improved at further stage of improvement such 
as in implementation of the flat plane detector. This will be planned and developed for the 
next improvement in X-ray CT.
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